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ABSTRACT. New trend for achieving high performance in processors history as 
well as evolutionary change in the world of IT has revolutionized the concept of 
speed and performance in industry .The best way to enhance performance is the way 
to add multiple cores.  To take full advantage of Multi-core processors require some 
means of dividing work among the cores. It’s up to industry to overcome the problem 
of programming and hardware to take the full advantage of multi cores. With the 
passage of time, Pc’s have become rifer and a large number of applications have 
been designed for the PC’s and end-users and application programmers need more 
faster and more powerful system capable of performing by trillions of instruction 
with low price and high performance. A number of factors have achieved speed by 
increasing clock speed, adding multiple cores but on the same chip. But here the 
time is not on end all the manufacturers moves upon to use multiple cores. Multi 
core simulations helped to understand the communication overhead. This paper 
shows how far industry has progressed and evaluates some challenges that industry 
faces with multi-core processors. The focus of this paper is on defining a 
relationship between performance and power level of multicore processors and 
single core processors by defining complete history of processors and what the 
reason behind the innovation of multi-cores was? How they help to achieve highest 
performance? 
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1. Introduction. Working for the betterment is the necessity of humans. Everyone works for the betterment 
because to make their life easy and more comfortable. Like from the invention of the computers, the problem 
solving technique becomes easier the same as computer is a digital device that is used to solve the problems 
according to the set of instruction set given to it. IN past for achieving higher performance, manufacturer has 
started a trend by increasing speed. Multicore processors are the new direction in the era for the manufacturers 
focus. Power expenditure and heat rakishness is an alarm and it should be simulated ahead of outline to 
establish the best base plan that allocates high temperature crosswise the chip [1]. All advancements regarding 
security and virtualization technologies provides higher protection, resource utilization. Professionals and 
programmers along with general customers also want performance that was not accessed ever before. Without 
increasing power necessities multi core systems boost performance and it results to obtain a lot of performance 
per watt. By insertion of more than one dominant computing core on a single processor unlock a world of vital 
potentials. Upcoming age group of software applications will liable to develop with the help of multi cores 
cause performance and efficiency that only provided by multi cores but not in to single cores. Microchip maker 
produces combination of processing cores. Nearly in every computer technology have at slightest a dual-core. 
On server and advanced workstations side Quad-core CPUs are quite popular now days. More cores are a 
stone's throw away. A single memory cache or data bus sharing amongst multiple cores is capable to produce 
a restricted access. It means additional cores will basically exhausted [1]. Today and tomorrow’s applications 
deal’s the complex applications with the help of multi core computers that’s what the hardware maintain its 
value [1]. According to the increasing complication of software and user’s longing to run multiple applications 
simultaneously will increase speed at broad espousal based on multi-core systems. 
Multi cores have the ability of parallelism. In this process a problem is broken down in atomic steps and 
executed in the same execution time. Communications, processing elements on chips between the attached 
cores, the optimization of hardware and memory architecture for an application are the main factors that affect 
the software programmability and performance in multi core systems. 
 
1.2. Challenges. Multi cores provide maximum computing resources and utilization. .Multi cores have 
the ability to increase performance depending upon the multiple threads with down production yields. By 
sharing the same memory bandwidth and system bus performance advantage will be limited. More than 64 
multi cores with different design and version are available in the market. Eight cores can be attached on general 
purpose processors. And this is the prediction of experts that after a decade 1000 cores would be attached on 
the single die. Multi cache coherence, multithreading, and power & temperature are biggest challenges that 
manufacturers faced. But here our issue not to discuss these challenges and will work in future on these.  
 
1.3. Motivation. This paper intends how much performance with multi cores could be achieved as 
compared with single cores. Single core has its own frequency and over core attached on the processor have 
its own frequency and it might be 2f, 3f etc, depending upon the attached cores. How far industry has 
progressed and evaluates some challenges that industry faces with multi-core processors. Communications, 
processing elements on chips between the attached cores, the optimization of hardware and memory 
architecture for an application the main factors that affect the software programmability and performance in 
multi core systems. In this year multi core is the hot topic for research. Most of the work intends about the 
performance achieved with multi cores. The motivation for the research is to use M5 simulators as a case 
study.  
 
2. Background. In early 1970’ Intel manufactured the first 4 bit, 4004 first microprocessor and it was just a 
number crunching machine, and after a short while Intel again introduces an 8-bit microprocessor that was 
8008 and 8080 and in that year Motorola manufactured an equivalent version 6800 of  Intel’s 8080 [3].After 
that companies manufacture 16-bit microprocessors. On the other hand, Motorola manufactured 68000 and in 
the market Intel produces 8086 and 8088. Now the age of 32 bit processor starts and later on the PENTIUM 
line up in race of technology and this was known as first customer support PCs [2]. The first single core chip 
is shown in figure 1. In the market Intel Pentiums race starts and processor’s mantufacturization raise up by 
leaps and bounds. The main focusing point in the manufacturing field of processor’s was the speed and it get 
faster in every year. By the increasing speed of processor with the passage of time was growing rapidly.  In 
the contribution to the invention of microprocessors designed LSI and VLSI. This work intends that multi 
cores are more energy efficient. Multi cores provide higher performance with less energy. The success of Intel 
was not guaranteed until 1981 when IBM released the first IBM PC which was based on microprocessors. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.The first single core chip 
 
A single core processor contains only one core. These kinds of processor were the trend of early computing 
system. By yearly growing processors, they become more and faster per year. Processor’s sophistication is 
growing with every innovation and speeds are increasing all the time. Microprocessor is a complete processing 
circuitry on a chip. Microprocessor was produced by Ted Hoff First in 1970 for INTEL. Modern 
microprocessors are usually less than one square inch was named as “INTEL 4004” and contain millions of 
electronic circuits. Used in many electronic devices today such as wrist watches, microwave ovens & cars. 
Fourth generation of computers started with the invention of microprocessors. It revolutionized the computer 
world. Progression was completed in the integrated circuit technology. Large Scale Integrated circuits (LSI) 
and very large scale Integrated circuits (VLSI) were designed with the contribution to the invention of 
microprocessor. Multi cores generally are more energy efficient [5]. Computers of this generation used semi 
conductor’s memory, which increased the internal storage and are smaller in size.   Fourth generation 
computer’s pattern is apple Macintosh and IBM pc etc.  
 
2.1. Complete history of processors. Here is complete detail about processor [4], [5].  
2.1.1. Advancements in 1950’s-1960’s. In early 1950’s two important engineering inventions altered the 
impact of IT ground. These innovations were the transistors circuit elements and magnetic core memories. 
This quickly founds its way into models of digital computers. Due to price they are also complicated to operate. 
These computers were typically originated in government, large computer centers, and development 
laboratories and research institutes and in computers frequently worked on a solitary time difficulty. 
Throughout the era, a range of computer equipment with diverse price over and above trimmings was offered 
by manufacturers, such as: 
 Card Readers 
 Cathode-ray Tubes 
 Printers 
Usage in Business: 
 Catalog organize 
 Materials ordering supplies 
 Accounting 
 Payroll 
Processors designed for this practice have not to be fast and frequently used to entre large amount of data on 
computer folder.  
The biggest invention of the period: 
1969:FOUR-PHASE-SYSTEMS-AL1. 8 registers with 8 bit slight chip and ALU. 
ADVANCEMENTS IN 1970’S-1980’S. The trend during 1970’s was stirring left beginning powerful; single 
reason computer towards a large variety of applications of cheaper computer organization. New applications 
were designed and made available intended for controlling huge variety of manufacturing processes. 
Furthermore size of computer to be reduced was allowed in a new revolution in hardware. 
VLSI introduced in 1980 million transistors sited became more common on a single chip.  
The biggest invention of the period: 
INTEL-4004 
Intel-68000 
1971:Pico/GI-PICO1/GI250. The first IC was introduced by Pico electronics and General Instruments that 
was single chip complete calculator for the Monroe/Litton Royal Digital III calculator. 
1971:Intel-4004. Intel’s first microprocessor named 4004. The busicom calculator was the main working of 
this invention. 
1972:Intel-8008. 8008 was two times more powerful than 4004. The Mark -8 device referred by Radio 
Electronics uses 8008. Later Mark-8 was known as the first Home based computer. 
1974:Intel-8080. The brain of the first computer was known as 8080.  
1974: Texas Instruments TMS1000 
1974: National Semiconductor "Pace" 16Bit 
1975: Motorola 6502 
1976: Zilog Z80 
1978:Intel-8086-8088. New personal computer of that era was 8086 and 8088 by IBM. 
1979: Motorola -68000. Advancements in 1980’s-1990’s 
1981: HP  32 bit, 1982:Intel-80286.  The first Intel processor was 80286 and it has the capability to run all 
types of predecessor software. A hallmark Intel’s family microprocessor have the compatibility. After this 
invention 15 million personal computers were sold within 6 years. 
1985:Intel-80386. It has 275,000 transistors more than 100 times greater than 4004.  32 bit systems provides 
the advantage of multi-tasking.  
1989: AMD-486DX, 1989:Intel-80486. It offers a first built-in math co-processor.  It can handle complex 
mathematical functions from CPU. 
Advancements in 1990’s-2000.  
1993:Intel-Pentium. In comic and television talk shows this was the first Intel Pentium brand.  
1995:Intel-Pentium-Pro. The released introduced the concept of working with servers and workstations with 
32-bit with the capability of handling engineering and scientific applications. It enhances cache memory.5.5 
million processors were embedded in this Pentium Pro. 
1997:Intel-Pentium-II. The Intel MXXTM Pentium II processor uses 7.5 million transistors. A elevated 
speed cache memory chip. Photo sharing, Internet, music editing were introduced with the release of this 
product. 
1998:Intel-Pentium-II Xeon. Data warehousing, digital content formation, Internet services and automation 
design was introduced. The special purpose for designing The Pentium II Xeon processors was to boost the 
speed of higher servers and workstations.  
1999:Intel-Celeron. For specific market fragment Intel Celeron was the invention of the continuation of 
Intel’s developing processor strategy.  
1999:Intel-Pentium-III. With new features of 70 new instructions the Pentium III Internet streaming SIMD 
extensions in processor dramatically increase performance streaming audio, video, imaging, speech 
recognition and 3-D applications. It was developed to increase the Internet experiences with high-quality video 
download. It was an incorporate processor with 9.5 million transistors and introduced the .25 micron 
TECHNOLOGY 
1999:Intel-Pentium-III-Xeon™ . The cause of the manufactured processor was Intel’s working for the 
workstations and servers .The Pentium III Xeon ‘s 70 SIMD instructions with enhancing streaming video and 
multimedia applications. With advanced cache technology processor significantly increases the performance. 
2000:Intel-Pentium -4. This processor support PCs capable of creating professional quality movies. 3-D 
graphics, quickly encoded MP3 players and at a time running numerous multimedia applications with the 
Internet. Intel® Pentium® 4 processor's with initial speed of 1.5 gigahertz (1.5 billion hertz). 
Advancements in 2001-till date: 
2001:Intel-Xeon. They were expected to achieve high performance with featuring 30-90% over system 
depending upon the configuration and application based on Intel Net Burst™ architecture. 
2001:Intel-Itanium. In a family of 64-bit articles from Intel the Itanium processor is the first. Designed for 
enterprise-class servers and workstations. Most ambitious action and high-performance accretion applications 
like automated computer-aided engineering, adult accurate and engineering computing, E-Commerce aegis 
affairs and administration ample databases was the capital focuses of the processors. 
2002:Intel-Itanium-2. The second member of the Itanium processor family is The Itanium™ 2 processor an 
enterprise processor class. Databases, secure online transaction, computer-aided engineering, ns, and more in 
this processor. 
2003:Intel-Pentium-M. The Intel 855 chip set family with the three components of Centrino™ mobile 
technology and the PRO/Wireless 2100 network connection. Portable devices specifically designed for built-
in wireless LAN capability and breakthrough mobile performance with thinner and extended battery life for 
mobiles and computers. 
 
2.1.2. A REVIEW OF MULTI-CORE PROCESSORS. One of the leading ideology of computer 
architecture is Moore’s Law. 
The heart of computing revolution for more than 10 years is multi core processing. Multiple cores have the 
capability to run multiple instructions simultaneously with overall increasing speed.The4 platform tremendous 
growth in compute capability with hyper threading technology and multi threading application performance 
in multitasking environment is INTEL. It has the capability of consuming less power but completes work 
faster as compare to single core by running parallel tasks. Communications, processing elements on chips 
between the attached cores, the optimization of hardware and memory architecture for an application the main 
factors that affect the software programmability and performance in multi core systems [8], [9], [10], [11]. 
Dual core processor facilitates: 
 High performance per watt with low power consumption 
 Load web pages faster 
 High performance for demanding application 
 Quicker multitasking 
 High gaming quality 
It was the way of past when to boost performance; manufacturer has started a trend of increasing speed. 
Multicore processors are the new direction in the era for the manufacturers focus. Power expenditure and heat 
rakishness is an alarm and it should be simulated ahead of outline to establish the best base plan that allocates 
high temperature crosswise the chip [1]. 
The primary factors of the dual core us consuming lesser power. In 1989 an article was published in which the 
pat gel singer, vice president of Intel predicted about the future of multi core processors on the basis of Moore’s 
Law. Now multi cores platform has now one of the INTEL’S TOP BUSINESS.  In 2006 the most energy 
efficient performance series processors are Intel Core 2Duo and Dual Core Intel Xeon processor 5100. They 
have the capability to produce at least 65 nanometer silicon technologies and Intel Core micro architecture. 
The Desktop and Servers both mainstream with Intel Core 2 Quad processors and extreme quad processors 
Intel Core2.  The concern regarding multi cores is only to increase performance with low power or with the 
same power levels as on the single core. In 2007 45nm transition technology doubles the number of transistors 
in the given die size. . In 2008 a new micro architecture “Nehalem” with new capabilities with percentage 
point of view and energy efficiency.32nm another micro architecture with targeted in 2010.  
 
Intel Core i7 Processor with High Performance Technology. The most intelligent multi core technology 
with faster processing power. Performance per watt is an incredible breakthrough of the maker olden times. 
[5]. 
Intel Q57/3450 Chipset with Core i7 Processors. Supporting Intel’s latest Core i7/i5 processors supported 
by Piketon is the next generation computing proposal based on 32nm technology and designed with the new 
two-chip architecture. Micro architecture Lynnfield/Clarkdale and CPU integration are new technologies [5]. 
Core i7 Processors of  Intel QM57 Chipset. Calpella is the new generation mobile platform designed for 
32nm architecture. It includes scalable &   modular clocking to recover energy efficiency memory system and 
I/O to work at different voltage and frequency speeds by enabling the core. 
Core i7 Processor-based Platforms. Advantech will provide a new series of embedded boards based on the 
new Intel Core i7 processor [5].Different manufacturers work on multiple cores [6].  
Intel. Working on 16 Multi core chip projects is continued by Intel, the leading manufacturer in the line of 
processors. Smithfield dual core technology uses two Pentium chips. 3.8 GHz Pentium 4 is a single core 
considered to be the most powerful single core.  The design was with at least 4 processors with Xeon for 
servers and Xeon for server and workstations.  
IBM. The industry’s first dual-core server chip the power 4 was released in 2001 by IBM. Dual core power 5 
in 2006.  About 4.6 GHz with the performance of 256 gflops was the first release. 
Sun. Microprocessor Architecture for Java Computing dual-core, multimedia, desktop chip by SUN was 
introduced in 1999. The purity lets the chips operate faster, more efficiently, and cooler. Multi core chip for 
high-end servers is Niagara. Niagara was presented with 8 cores and each of them handling 4 threads.  
 
3. Need of multi core processors. The heart of computing revolution for more than 10 years is multi core 
processing. Multiple cores have the capability to run multiple instructions simultaneously with overall 
increasing speed. All manufacturer companies and customer’s hunger was one and only that was performance 
and speed with relatively less power consumption. The4 platform tremendous growth in compute capability 
with hyper threading technology and multi-threading application performance in multitasking environment is 
INTEL [4]. It has the capability of consuming less power but completes work faster as compare to single core 
by running parallel tasks. With the enhanced performance, more efficient multitasking, reduced power 
consumption with multi cores for the business and home environments. Within a cycle multi core processors 
has the capability to perform more work. The written material must be as it is to spread work across all 
execution cores called thread level parallelism. Multiple cores can be acclimated to run two programs ancillary 
by ancillary and, if an accelerated affair is running, (AV Scan, Video conversion, CD ripping etc.) you can 
advance addition amount to run your browser to analysis your email etc. Multiple cores absolutely flash if 
you’re application a affairs that can advance added than one amount (called Parallelization) to advance the 
program’s efficiency. Programs such as clear software, amateur etc. can run assorted instructions at the 
aforementioned time and bear faster, smoother results. So if you use CPU-intensive software, assorted cores 
will acceptable accommodate a bigger acquaintance if application your PC. If you use your PC to analysis 
emails and watch the casual video, you absolutely don’t charge a multi-core processor. From the beginning of 
the computer history the main thing that was focused was performance and now the day come when multi 
cores take advantage over this and achieves great performance. If single core is limited memory-bandwidth 
then a dual-core might give 31% to 71% improvement. Otherwise 91% improvement can be expected. One 
dual core count as more than 100% for an application .With multi-core processors power saving can be 
realized. 
 
4. Comparison between single core and multi cores. All manufacturer companies and customer’s hunger 
was one and only that was performance and speed with relatively less power consumption. And world’s hunger 
for ever fast performance is not at all content. Customers of Intel expect the double performance within every 
18-24 months with Moore’s Law. And Intel tries to cover this with the invention of dramatic increase 
frequency from 3 GHz-5GHz during 1983 to 2002. By putting two or more cores on a single processor 
increases the clock speed. Better multithreaded throughput better responsive and best parallel computing main 
stream applications. 
4.1 Single core. By increasing 20% clock frequency only 13% performance could be gained but with 7% 
increased power. But with the decrease in power 49% and it reduces 13 % performance shown in figure 2.   
 
 
 
Figure 2. Measuring clock frequency of single cores 
 
4.2 Multi core. By adding 2nd core in the underlined example decreased clock speed by 20% delivers 73% 
performance on the same power level shown in figure 3. 
 
Figure 3. Measuring clock frequency of single cores 
 
With the invention of strained silicon Intel’s 2nd generation technology have increased number of transistors 
greater performance 10-15% without leakage increase.  With the enhanced energy efficient performance of 
95nm transistor technology within 20% improved transistor switching power.  Intel Core 2 Quad processor 
Q6600 presented multimedia entertainment demanding applications. It’s an ideal choice for intensive threaded 
applications. Intel Xeon quad core processor L5310 was presented with low power version having 50 watt 
thermal design point and 1.60GHz speed and 1066 MHz bus speed. Intel Xeon Quad core processor 3200 for 
workstation systems [13]. Performance measurement with difference shown in figure 4. 
 Figure 4.Measuring performance single vs. dual core 
With the enhanced performance, more efficient multitasking, reduced power consumption with multi cores 
for the business and home environments. Within a cycle multi core processors has the capability to perform 
more work. The written material must be as it is to spread work across all execution cores called thread level 
parallelism.  
Multi cores processors are running under the following platform shown in figure 5. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Intel new releases [6] 
 
5. Experimental methodology. A tool for simulating systems is M5. It is not limited for CPU cores only 
but involves memory, I/O, full OS code and client/server, etc. In this research four major steps involved:  
 Setting up the environment in which code will be executed.  
 Setting up the code of the simulator to be run 
 Collect & analyze data by running single core simulators and multi core simulators 
In 1st step, the Work is start with the decision to run “Modular platform for computer system architecture 
research” which is M5 simulator, the given simulator had a large base community and it has the capability to 
support multi core processors [7]. M5 2.0 b4 version and uses gcc v4.1.1, swing v1.3.31, scons-.97 and python 
v 2.4.4 and zlib v 1.2.3. 100 Dual core with 1.6 GHz Opteron 252 s each having 2 GB RAM. The Work has 
to choose commonly used specific benchmark.  The Work chooses SPLASH2 Fast Fourier Transform 
benchmark because it is widely used. For digital signal processing this is commonly used algorithm. The used 
Benchmark is parallelized and optimized. In 2nd step, Code writing would be done carefully and fairly. Sample 
code of CMP has been used and modified for the research purposes.  The most complex step was to modify 
the script files as it is necessary for every simulation there were 200 simulations done in this experimental 
project.  The research assures to model the system to real and common systems. Common latencies used them.  
The processors that are used were in order processors. It was the exactly modeled consumer’s multi core 
systems except M52. 0b4. In the 3rd and last most step, Simulations run for single cores. Bus width, CPU 
frequency were changed in every simulation. Test was iterative with independent variables each having a huge 
range of values and search space is also large. Firstly, the work takes a variety of variables of the independent 
variables and tests them after analyzing the data relationship will be discovered between a single core and 
memory system. A relationship will be established again for multi cores. 
 
5.1. Results of proposed methodology. By using the simulator M5, the intended work shows the 
result of single core processors vs. multi core processors and proves the reason behind the proposed 
methodology. The result shows in the form of graphical representations and also their detail is also described. 
 
5.1.1. Single core processors. The given below result shows the measurement of CPU frequency execution 
of a single core processor. In the fig. 7 CPU frequency has been changed from 1 GHz to 3.6 GHz and width 
from 32 to 64 but with constant parameters. The experimental results are as follows consecutively shown in 
figure 6 and 7. 
The performance‘s impact width wise is little. By running M5 simulator and by increasing width the results 
are not best. Higher frequency caused a lot of increase in CPU cycles.   
 
Figure 6. CPU cycles vs. CPU frequency 
 
CPU’s frequency of single core processors with 32 and 64 width. By figure 7 the results are as follows, When 
CPU will be with higher frequency the execution time will be less and higher CPU frequency caused longer 
execution time. 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Frequency measurement of single core width wise  
 
 5.1.2. Performance comparison between single core and multi core processors. The given below result 
shown in figure 8 and 9 indicates about that when cores will be greater in numbers they will be more speedy 
and performance vise they will be the most powerful systems. Dual cores are the most powerful and they have 
better performance as compared to single cores. First of all to check that how much advantage of a dual core 
processor could bring as compared to single core.  Single cores with single frequency have lowest execution 
time but 1 core with double frequency is better as compared to dual core.  
 
 Figure 8. Performance comparison single core vs. multi core 
 
5.1.3. Multi cores. The result indicates about the execution time of cores attached as being dual core, I core 7 
etc. For the multi core simulation the following test is done for 2 cores, 4, cores, 6 cores and 8 cores shown in 
figure 9. But when simulation started for 16 cores the M5 simulator stopped working and doesn’t produce any 
results [13]. The simulator produces higher performance results with increasing cores. As no. of cores 
performance increased by 70%.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Execution time vs. CPU frequency by comparing single core vs. multi core 
 
5.1.4. Speed up vs. No. Of cores. These results indicated that how speed could be executed with cores more 
than one and with the increase in cores it will be exceeds accordingly shown in figure 10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Speed up depends upon no. of cores 
 
5.1.4. multi cores with low power consumptions as compared to single cores. With multi-core processors 
power saving can be realized. As the cores are located on the same chip that’s why signal travels short distance. 
They also run at lower voltage shown in figure 11. A lower voltage results in less power loss.  Multi-core 
processors are rational with power utilization [10]. 
  
Figure 11 .   Voltage and frequency scaling benefits of multi cores 
 
6. Conclusion. This work intends instead of using single core systems, multi cores can achieve relatively 
high performance.  From the beginning of the computer history the focus was mainly on performance and now 
the day come when multi cores take advantage over this and achieves great performance. If single core is 
memory-bandwidth limited then a dual-core might give 30% to 70% improvement. Otherwise 90% 
improvement can be expected. One dual core count as more than 100% for an application .With multi-core 
processors power saving can be realized. As the cores are located on the same chip that’s why signal travels 
short distance. They also run at lower voltage. A lower voltage results in less power loss.  Multi-core 
processors are rational with power utilization, heat indulgence, and cache coherence. But many issues remain 
unsolved. 
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